Abstract---
INTRODUCTION
HE videos are expanding broadly across news, be of use for teaching, talking or having some conversation, enjoyment etc. The interest for extracting the abundant or vast group of real recorded information is growing day by day. All over the universe, human and various human behavior can be noticed. This has gained the attraction of the researchers from past few decades. The protection, care and control of the people in public places like colleges, office structures, etc. has become quite important to handle. In Computer Vision, the behavior identification of a person or the people in the recorded data track is very difficult task. The researchers are completely focused onwards the human behavior identification in unconfined videos.
For human activity detection, various groups of characteristics must be mined from the recorded data, which should be utilized for the training purpose of the classifiers. Therefore the feature model are strong to represent the behavior, this is the main review. The recognition of human action has been widely studied in the literature, where in most hard works have been dedicated to the good feature representations.
The unconfined videos are the videos that have poor lightening, more background echoes [29] . There is fast growing popularity of such videos, especially on the internet. The solution to this problem has attracted the great researches and is also in increasing demand. These videosare of unlimited content that is the videos which are realistic like the ones which the user uploadson the internet or the broadcast, surveillance video and the documentary videos. The trajectories are introduced, which are the sequence of human actions. Surveillance camera is popularly used all over the world; the videos from it canbe investigated for the security, safety, monitoring the human behaviors etc.
A. Problem Statement
Recognizing human activity has gained important research attention in the field of image and video analysis. In consideration of various methods towards this direction, many improvements have been introduced in the past two decades. Here, with the aim of local invariant features representation framework significant progress has been made. Human action recognition in unconfined videos is based on motion representation in the proposed system. This renders helpful explanatory observations for various scenes, such as single user activity recognition, multi user activity recognition. The human actions in the videos have many frames. Each frame consists of features like push, hug, punch, kick, handshake, normal actions, etc. The intention of the proposed system is to identify actions such as hugging; pushing, punching, kicking, and hand shake with the better performance.
B. Motivation
To understand and track the behaviour of human beings through the videos taken by the cameras is a very important problem. The primary technique used is the Computer Vision. Vision based behavior identification has found many applications. Several main uses are available which can encourage the study in the above mentioned concept, like for example, the video vigilance, video content retrieval, tracking activities, human computer interaction, sports events analysis, video indexing etc. Video surveillance, video content retrieval, activity monitoring, human computer interaction, analysis of sports events, video indexing and retrieval, etc. encourage the study in the above mentioned concept. All over the world theft and various crime takes place. The actions of the people must be monitored. Theft control and prevention, public safety can be achieved by the video surveillance. Places such as banks, colleges, etc. require monitoring of actions. The activities taking place can be monitored by tracking the human 
C. Applications
The following are the main applications of the proposed system:
1. Video Surveillance: The intelligent video surveillance in turn has various applications like preventing theft, remote video monitoring, facility protection, monitor operations, loss preventions, vandalism deterrence, employee safety, event video surveillance [13] , public safety, other video projects etc. 2. People Behavioural Monitoring: The places such as the police station, colleges, banks etc. require the safety in prior. The monitoring of people could be done in order to avoid the calamities and make sure that the people are safe. Behaviour analysis plays key role in the security purposes in various departments and areas. 3. Safety Evaluation: The recognition of human actions can provide some of the instructions for public space model, to improve the safety of the office structures, colleges, etc. Safety monitoring is one of the main applications of the human action recognition in unconfined videos.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY

A. Representation of Images
The image representation is the basic step in the recognition of human activity. It can be done using the following approaches.
Bag of Features
Bag of features [4] is a model which is used to capture the information of the static features or local features. It is popular for indexation and categorization applications because these bags of features representation benefits from the powerful local descriptors like the scale invariant feature transform descriptors. And these vector representations or the bag of features can be compared with the standard distances and can be used by the strong classification approaches like the support vector machine [14] .HOG, HOF and MBH are the descriptors used by the Bag of Features [5] [16] . Bag of Words [17] pipeline is used here for the classification of videos. Various other feature coding approaches have been proposed in addition to the bag of features, like the Fisher Vectors [6] , vector of locally aggregated descriptors [7] and the super vectors [8] . In [9] , [10] , [11] the effective local volume detectors for the feature learning, designing is considered. Obtained samples of good local volumes or the higher level representations of the attributes [19] , [20] are concentrated.
Fisher Kernel
Fisher kernel out-performs the standard vector quantization methods such as the k means in the context of bag of words approach [3] . Transformation of an incoming variable size set of independent samples into a fixed size vector representation is done by using a powerful tool known as the Fisher kernel. This description vector gives the direction in the parameter space. In this parameter space, the learnt distribution should be changed to the better fit observed information.
B. Dense Trajectories Generation
The representation of the videos is based on the dense trajectories [4] [2] formulation can be used to improve the effectiveness of the codebooks.
III. METHODOLOGY
The typical flow diagram of the proposed method is been designed. The figure 1 illustrates the steps with the detailed explanation as follows. Objective of the undertaking is to recognize the human action in the unconstrained videos. Here a simple representation aims at the motion relationships modeling [13] .A video file consists of frames. These frames are the fundamental entity of a video file. In this project, one video file is opened and each video frame is extracted from it.After the input video is converted into frames, the following steps are to be carried out:-
A. Applying Dense Trajectories
The histogram of oriented gradient, the histogram of optical flow and the motion boundary histograms are used to detect the motions [15] . These descriptors are applied to the frames to calculate the motions in frame. By applying the dense trajectories to the frames, the local appearance and the local motion patterns are obtained. The histogram of optical flow gives the local motion patterns whereas the histogram of oriented gradients helps in characterizing the appearance. The motion boundary histograms calculate the histograms based on the optical flow.
B. Motion Calculation based on Global & Local Reference
Points Here two types of motion reference points are used namely, the global and the local reference points to ease the camera movement effect, which they characterize motion information explicitly so that the final representation is stronger to the camera movements [18] , which generally exists in the unconstrained videos. This method works on top of the visual code words generated on the dense local patch trajectories. Here there are two types of reference points which are considered to ease the movement of the camera effects and also take into account the object relationships in the representations of the actions. After the dense trajectories are applied, the global motion reference point and the local motion reference points are obtained for modeling the motions. The global motion reference points are used to group the similar motion patterns. These points are obtained by k means clustering. The motion patterns are clustered by grouping the similar data. Only the optimized motions are considered.
C. Principal Components Analysis based Trajectories Motion Feature Dimensional Reduction
Further the dimensions of the features can be reduced for the optimization. Video has numeral frames; each frame has several features in it. Out of these many features only few features which are more relevant are taken by the principal components analysis. Reducing the dimensions is very important step as it leads to the optimization. Here the dimensions can be reduced by the simple principal components analysis with no degradation of the performance. The proposed representation of the motions can be reduced to the lowest dimensions for the effective classifications with no performance degradation. Learning can be done by various machine learning methods such as the support vector machine. One class support vector machine formulation is to create more effective visual words. Support vector machine is the algorithm which is most widely used because of the high performance across several various tasks involving the high level recognition of the video. One class support vector machine formulation can be used to improve the effectiveness of the codebooks. Support vector machine is used to classify. The classification is done from the current frame.
IV. RESULTS
The input video consists of the video frames. The frames giveusthe feel of the objects appearing very fast in the blink of the eyes. Thus, the frames are the major objects existing in the video. Conversion of video to frames and then storing the converted frames in a folder is the basic step. The figure 2 describes the frames obtained from the input video and stored in the particular folder named "frames". An example dataset is considered at the start which has very small number of frames, just to show the basic steps. The action detected accuracy and the performance is shown in the graph as depicted in the figure 11 . The experimental results show that the proposed representation produces a very competitive performance when compared with the state-of-the-art methods and is more accurate. As shown in figure 11 , the recognized actions are more accurate with no performance degradation. shows that the proposed representation produces competitive performance when compared with the state-of-the-art methods and is more accurate and effective. All the blocks of the block diagram is up to the mark resulting to optimal performance. Actions recognized are accurate. The future work includes the algorithm extension such that the actions can be recognized in larger group of people.
